Month Year Book Selection
At The Library
April 6, 2020
Adult Fiction
Faithful Daughter of Israel by Wanda Ann Thomas.
The homeless outcast known as Cursed ANNA has spent her days avoiding the reproachful glances of her fellow Jerusalemites and
her nights defending against the bitter cold and her growing hunger and fear. Her deepest desire is to find acceptance among her
people. For that to happen she must live one more day, and one more day after that. Desperation drives her to turn to the only means
of survival for women without friends or family—harlotry. At Jerusalem’s Dung Gate in the dead of night, a scarlet-caped Roman
soldier nears, and Anna quakes at having to approach the imposing, broad-shouldered man. Confronted by the foreigner, who
identifies himself as the fortress commander, Anna fears she has made a terrible mistake. JULIAN OF ALEXANDRIA is counting the
days until he could escape this cursed assignment. He suspects his mother, his Jewish mother, is to blame for the bad luck of being
stationed in Judea. Raised thoroughly Roman, Julian wants nothing to do with the Jews. Until Anna. Anna, the spirited Jewess who
means to be a harlot. Except this frightened half-dead beauty seems an unlikely seductress. Though he should flee this attraction and
fulfill his promise to his father to find a Roman wife, Julian makes himself Anna’s protector. Impossible choices face this desperate
Jewess and her hardened Roman commander. Will their rigid beliefs and traditions separate them, or will they follow their hearts?
The Look-Alike by Erica Spindler.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Other Girl and Justice for Sara comes a thrilling psychological drama about a
woman who believes she escaped a brutal murder years ago-but does anyone else believe her? Sienna Scott grew up in the dark
shadow of her mother's paranoid delusions. Now, she's returned home to confront her past and the unsolved murder that altered the
course of her life. In her mother's shuttered house, an old fear that has haunted Sienna for years rears its ugly head -that it was she who
had been the killer's target that night. And now, with it, a new fear-that the killer not only intended to remedy his past mistake-he's
already begun. But are these fears any different from the ones that torment her mother? As the walls close in, the line between truth
and lie, reality and delusion disintegrate. Has Sienna's worst nightmare come true? Or will she unmask a killer and finally prove she
may be her mother's look-alike, but she's not her clone?
The Siberian Dilemma by Martin Cruz Smith.
Journalist Tatiana Petrovna is on the move. Arkady Renko, iconic Moscow investigator and Tatiana's part-time lover, hasn't seen her
since she left on assignment over a month ago. When she doesn't arrive on her scheduled train, he's positive something is wrong. No
one else thinks Renko should be worried--Tatiana is known to disappear during deep assignments--but he knows her enemies all too
well and the criminal lengths they'll go to keep her quiet. Renko embarks on a dangerous journey to find Tatiana and bring her back.
From the banks of Lake Baikal to rundown Chita, Renko slowly learns that Tatiana has been profiling the rise of political dissident
Mikhail Kuznetsov, a golden boy of modern oil wealth and the first to pose a true threat to Putin's rule in over a decade. Though
Kuznetsov seems like the perfect candidate to take on the corruption in Russian politics, his reputation becomes clouded when Boris
Benz, his business partner and best friend, turns up dead. In a land of shamans and brutally cold nights, oligarchs wealthy on northern
oil, and sea monsters that are said to prowl the deepest lake in the world, Renko needs all his wits about him to get Tatiana out alive.
Adult Non-Fiction
Historic Cemeteries of Moundsville by Gary L. Rider & Roseanna Dakan Keller.
An overview of the First Street Cemetery, Mount Rose Cemetery, Greenlawn and Brookside Cemeteries in Moundsville, West
Virginia, with vignettes about numerous prominent and noteworthy individuals buried in these historic cemeteries.
The Plot Against the President by Lee Smith.
Investigative journalist Lee Smith's The Plot Against the President tells the story of how Congressman Devin Nunes uncovered the
operation to bring down the commander-in-chief. While popular opinion holds that Russia subverted democratic processes during the
2016 elections, the real damage was done not by Moscow or any other foreign actor. Rather, this was a slow-moving coup engineered
by a coterie of the American elite, the "deep state," targeting not only the president, but also the rest of the country. The plot officially
began July 31, 2016 with the counterintelligence investigation that the FBI opened to probe Russian infiltration of Donald Trump's
presidential campaign. But the Bureau never followed any Russians. In fact, it was an operation to sabotage Trump, the candidate,
then president-elect, and finally the presidency. The conspirators included political operatives, law enforcement and intelligence
officials, and the press.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
The Queen’s Assassin by Melissa de la Cruz.
The Queen's Assassin is forced to take on a mysterious apprentice on his most dangerous mission yet, pulling them both into a vicious
web of secrets and lies.
Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales: Major Impossible by Nathan Hale.
John Wesley Powell (1834–1902) always had the spirit of adventure in him. As a young man, he traveled all over the United States
exploring. When the Civil War began, Powell went to fight for the Union, and even after he lost most of his right arm, he continued to
fight until the war was over. In 1869 he embarked with the Colorado River Exploring Expedition, ten men in four boats, to float
through Grand Canyon. Over the course of three months, the explorers lost their boats and supplies, nearly drowned, and were in peril
on multiple occasions. Ten explorers went in, only six came out. Powell would come to be known as one of the most epic explorers in

history! Equal parts gruesome and hilarious, this latest installment in the bestselling series takes readers on an action-packed adventure
through American history.
April 13, 2020
Adult Fiction
Overthrow by David Poyer.
The United States and their Allied forces struggle to survive world war with China in this compelling, realistic thriller, the next in the
Dan Lenson series. World War III continues in Overthrow, the next novel in the acclaimed series featuring Admiral Dan Lenson as the
Allies converge against China, North Korea, and Iran in an explosive series of events. Admiral Lenson leads Operation Rupture, the
invasion of South China, in a bid to finally end the war and restore peace. Meanwhile, Captain Cheryl Staurulakis fights to take a
radical new "super ship" to sea, though its power and capability may introduce more risk than reward. In Washington, Dan's wife Blair
conducts secret negotiations with a rebellious faction in Beijing, hoping to bring an end to the war, but her plans may be foiled by
those who want outright revenge on China, not peace with them. In Western China, Teddy Oberg's guerrilla band grows into a major
insurgency, and the former SEAL master chief embraces his new role as an Islamic resistance leader. Sergeant Hector Ramos raises
the flag of freedom in Taiwan while fighting his own personal demons, and in Seattle, Dan's daughter, Nan Lenson, fights to save the
world from a dangerous new epidemic. But as the Allies plot an endgame to the war, the complicated dance of global warfare, on land
and at sea, will finally trigger the nuclear Armageddon the entire world has feared for nearly a century.
Rabbits for Food by Binnie Kirshenbaum.
It's New Year's Eve, the holiday of forced fellowship, mandatory fun, and paper hats. While dining out with her husband and their
friends, Kirshenbaum's protagonist--an acerbic, mordantly witty, and clinically depressed writer--fully unravels. Her breakdown lands
her in the psych ward of a prestigious New York hospital where she refuses all modes of recommended treatment. Instead, she passes
the time chronicling the lives of her fellow "lunatics" and writing a novel about how she got to this place. Her story is a hilarious and
harrowing deep dive into the disordered mind of a woman who sees the world all too clearly. Propelled by stand-up comic timing and
rife with pinpoint insights, Kirshenbaum examines what it means to be unloved and loved, to succeed and fail, to be at once
impervious and raw. Rabbits for Food shows how art can lead us out of--or into--the depths of disconsolate loneliness and piercing
grief.
The Overdue Life of Amy Byler by Killy Harms.
Overworked and underappreciated, single mom Amy Byler needs a break. So when the guilt-ridden husband who abandoned her
shows up and offers to take care of their kids for the summer, she accepts his offer and escapes rural Pennsylvania for New York City.
Usually grounded and mild mannered, Amy finally lets her hair down in the city that never sleeps. She discovers a life filled with
culture, sophistication, and - with a little encouragement from her friends - a few blind dates. When one man in particular makes quick
work of Amy's heart, she risks losing herself completely in the unexpected escape, and as the summer comes to an end, Amy realizes
too late that she must make an impossible decision: stay in this exciting new chapter of her life, or return to the life she left behind.
But before she can choose, a crisis forces the two worlds together, and Amy must stare down a future where she could lose both sides
of herself, and every dream she's ever nurtured, in the beat of a heart.
Adult Non-Fiction
The Auschwitz Journal by Klara Kardos.
When Nazi Germany occupied Hungary in March 1944 violent persecution of the Jews began, including taking hundreds of
thousands to concentration camps. It did not help Klara Kardos that she was Catholic: because of her Jewish background, she was also
taken to Auschwitz in June of 1944 at the age of 24. At the camp, younger women were not killed; they were taken to ammunition
factories to do forced labor. Klara survived the horror of death camps and was liberated in May 1945. Years after her return to
Hungary, at the request of her friends, she wrote down her camp experiences in a small book in the Hungarian language. This is her
story.
Praying Women by Sheila Walsh.
Bestselling author and speaker invites women to experience the incredible power of prayer through ongoing conversation with God,
inspiring them to develop a lifestyle of prayer that will change their hearts-and the world.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Allies by Alan Gratz.
It is June 6, 1944, D-Day, and Dee Carpenter (true name Dietrich Zimmermann), an underage private in the United States Army, is
headed for Omaha Beach, seeking revenge for his uncle, who was arrested by Nazis when Dee was a little boy; meanwhile, Samira
Zidano, an eleven-year old French-Algerian girl is looking for the French resistance, desperate to deliver the message that the invasion
is about to begin, and get their help in freeing her mother--this is the most important day of the twentieth century, and both children
want to fight, and survive.
The Avengers: Challenge of the Ghost Riders by Jason Aaron.
Robbie Reyes wants to finally get rid of the flame-headed monster that lurks inside him, so it's time to do the common-sense thing:
perform an exorcism on his car. The only problem is, Johnny Blaze, the original Ghost Rider and current king of Hell, has some plans
of his own for Robbie and his friends the mighty Avengers. Now it's Ghost Rider vs. Ghost Rider in a wild race through the deepest
depths of the underworld.
April 20, 2020

Adult Fiction
Secrets of the Chocolate House by Paula Brackston.
After her adventures in the seventeenth century, Xanthe does her best to settle back into the rhythm of life in Marlborough. She tells
herself she must forget about Samuel and leave him in the past where he belongs. With the help of her new friends, she does her best
to move on, focusing instead on the success of her and Flora's antique shop. But there are still things waiting to be found, still
injustices needing to be put right, still voices whispering to Xanthe from long ago about secrets wanting to be shared. While looking
for new stock for the shop, Xanthe hears the song of a copper chocolate pot. Soon after, she has an upsetting vision of Samuel in great
danger, compelling her to make another journey to the past. This time she'll meet her most dangerous adversary. This time her ability
to travel to the past will be tested. This time she will discover her true destiny. Will that destiny allow her to return home? And will
she be able to save Samuel when his own fate seems to be sealed?
Treason by Stuart Woods.
Upon returning to New York City after a whirlwind British excursion, Stone Barrington is notified of a delicate situation within the
country's administration. A close friend requires his expertise and subtlety to eradicate a destructive presence in a classified agency-only it soon becomes clear that this renegade was sent by a rival Stone has encountered before. From the City of Light to the rocky
Maine coastline, Stone will need to summon all his wit and daring to halt the audacious plots threatening to reveal confidential intel,
and catch the evasive traitor at last. This enemy may be equipped with unlimited resources and devious schemes, but if Stone remains
vigilant, justice may finally prevail...
The Innocents by Michael Crummey.
A novel about an orphaned brother and sister who must fend for themselves on a remote fishing outpost in the late 1800s.
Adult Non-Fiction
Conversations in Black by Ed Gordon.
Hard-hitting, thought-provoking, and inspiring, Conversations in Black offers sage wisdom for navigating race in a radically divisive
America, and, with help from his mighty team of black intelligentsia, veteran journalist Ed Gordon creates hope and a timeless new
narrative on what the future of black leadership should look like and how we can get there.In Conversations in Black, Gordon brings
together some of the most prominent voices in Black America today, including Stacey Abrams, Harry Belafonte, Charlamagne tha
God, Michael Eric Dyson, Alicia Garza, Jemele Hill, Iyanla VanZant, Eric Holder, Killer Mike, Angela Rye, Al Sharpton, TI and
Maxine Waters, and so many more to answer questions about vital topics affecting our nation today.
Reclaiming Sundays by Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle.
By committing to reclaiming your family Sundays, you will be guided to fight the unending busyness and things which take us away
from God. Through using this book, families will be helped to recognize the importance of growing together spiritually, physically,
and emotionally on the Lord's Day within the blessedness of their family. You'll be guided by words of wisdom from the Catechism
and Church teachings, which tell us how to slow down and rest on Sunday.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Who is Ruth Bader Ginsburg? by Patricia Brennan Demuth.
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is famous for her stylish collars (called jabots) and her commanding dissents. This opera-loving New
Yorker has always spoken her mind; as a young lawyer, RBG advocated for gender equality and women's rights when few others did.
She gained attention for the cases she won when arguing in front of the Supreme Court, before taking her place on the bench in 1993.
Author Patricia Brennan Demuth answers all the question about what makes RBG so notorious and irreplaceable.
Thomas & Friends by Jim Durk.
Readers follow their favorite characters through various scenes, while searching for hard-to-find clues, characters and/or items. Also
includes more challenges in the back of the book. Includes full-color illustrations, activities and challenges.
April 27, 2020
Adult Fiction
The Country Guesthouse by Robyn Carr.
A summer rental, a new beginning... Hannah Russell's carefully crafted plans for her life have been upended without warning. When
her best friend died suddenly, Hannah became guardian to a five-year-old named Noah. With no experience at motherhood, she's
terrified she's not up to the challenge. She and Noah need time to get to know each other, so she decides to rent a country house with
stunning views on a lake in rural Colorado. When they arrive at the house, they are greeted by the owner, a handsome man who
promises to stay out of their way. But his clumsy Great Dane, Romeo, has other ideas and Noah immediately bonds with the lovable
dog. As Hannah learns to become a mother, Owen Abrams, who is recovering from his own grief, can't help but be drawn out of his
solitude by his guests. But life throws more challenges at this unlikely trio and they are tested in ways they never thought possible. All
three will discover their strengths and, despite their differences, they will fight to become a family. And the people of Sullivan's
Crossing will rally around them to offer all of the support they need.
Lady Clementine by Marie Benedict.
Determined to support her husband in his political work through two world wars, Clementine Churchill becomes a powerful role
model for women. Benedict (The Only Woman in the Room, 2019, etc.) continues her series of historical novels based on the lives of
influential women too often overlooked. The children of neglectful mothers, both Clemmie and Winston Churchill are immediately
drawn to each other. Once married, they seek security in their marriage, not only producing five children, but also charting together
Winston's phenomenal career. Cat and Pug, as Clemmie and Winston affectionately called one another, navigate nearly every political

crisis together. On the homefront, Clemmie must face down dangers of a more domestic sort, too, including managing houses on
shoestring budgets and defending her husband from angry suffragists wielding whips and jealous women vying for his affections.
Keeping Clemmie by his side helps the notoriously brusque Winston navigate stormy domestic and international waters, from the
disasters of the WWI campaign in the Dardanelles to the heights of his service as prime minister defeating Hitler. Throughout it all, as
half of a power couple, Clemmie faces criticism from her own friends and sister for the unwomanly nature of her work. Indeed, she
questions her own fitness as a mother, as she finds more passion in her work than in raising her children. Benedict capitalizes on the
Churchills' long, storied lives to generate a fast-paced narrative: Gallipoli leads to Winston's stint on the front lines of WWI swiftly
followed by 2-year-old Marigold's death, Winston's campaign against the Nazis, and finally his triumphant return to the House of
Commons. The thrilling ride is marred only by repetitive scenes of an impassioned Winston lashing out at Clemmie, whose stern looks
immediately remind her Pug to take better care of his Cat. A rousing tale of ambition and love.
One Minute Out by Mark Greaney.
Is it ever the wrong time to do the right thing? That's the question the Gray Man faces in the latest explosive novel from New York
Times bestselling author Mark Greaney. I am Court Gentry. In my time, I've seen plenty of bad stuff. Some things worse than others,
but nothing that can match this horror show. I was on a simple mission in Bosnia. A bad guy needed to be put down; in and out, no
problem. But then I stumbled across a nightmare-a room full of women and children who were being trafficked to rich scum. Since
then, I've been tracking their smuggling ring around the globe, and I'm finally near the top. I've got the sociopathic ringleaders in my
sights, ready for a takedown, but my CIA handlers have different plans for me. Now I've got to make a decision: duty or honor. They
all think they have me boxed in, but there's one thing they're forgetting: I am the Gray Man.
Adult Non-Fiction
Frommer’s Easyguide to Disney World, Universal & Orlando by Jason Cochran.
Blurb about book.
Preparing for an Orlando vacation can be a full-time job, and it costs a small fortune. Most other books on the market make the
problem worse, burying vacationers in endless pages of pointless details unquestioningly cheering for the high-priced theme parks and
resorts. But the lightweight, fact-packed Frommer's 2020 EasyGuide cuts through the noise and compresses the information you need
to know. No other book does what we do: Honest talk, solid essentials, and affectionate insider secrets to Walt Disney World,
Universal Orlando, SeaWorld, and the inimitable culture and history of Orlando and Central Florida.
Open Book by Jessica Simpson.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller
Jessica reveals for the first time her inner monologue and most intimate struggles. Guided by the journals she's kept since age fifteen,
and brimming with her unique humor and down-to-earth humanity, Open Book is as inspiring as it is entertaining.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Notorious by Gordon Korman.
Told in different voices, on Centerlight Island, halfway between the United States and Canada, middle-schoolers Keenan and ZeeBee
team up to seek gold rumored to be hidden there a famous gangster.
Five Dark Fates by Kendare Blake.
While Arsinoe searches for a cure to Jules's legion curse, Mirabella abandons the rebel army for Katharine, but the dead queens urge
caution in trusting her, and as allegiances switch, the fate of Fennbirn Island will be determined.
*Summaries of books courtesy of the libraries WebPAC*
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